96th Milad Public Function
21st Jumada-al-Ula , 1428 H
June 6th, 2007

Anjuman-e-Saifee, Chicago completed the ayyamut-taabudaat celebrations for our beloved
Aqa Maula's (TUS) 96th Milaad mubarak, with
a reception for our friends in the
political and diplomatic fields.
All guests were welcomed as they
entered with a rousing ovation by
the Burhani Band, They were
greeted by the welcoming team as
they entered the masjid. Small
children presented mishree and the
guests were escorted to their seats
by jamaat members. The evening's
program began promptly at 7 p.m. with a recitation of Quran-e -Majeed followed by a group
of children praying 'Wazaifona' and singing
'The Star Spangled Banner'.
Qasidas
were recited by a
group of
mumineen
lead by
Shaikh
Moiz bhai
Dalal and a
naat was
recited by
Mulla
Mohammad
bhai Bashir.

Distinguished guests included Consul
Generals of India and Pakistan and representatives from the offices of the Governor of Illinois, the Mayor of Chicago, the
DuPage County Board, the Chicago
Fire
Chief,and
leaders of
various
Muslim
organizations.
Aamir bhai
Chalisa introduced the
guests. The
welcome
Huzefa bs Vajihuddin.
speech was
given by Huzefa bs
Vajihuddin. Guests
were then invited to
the podium to read out
the messages of felicitation to Aqa Maula
(T.U.S.) from their
respective offices.
Burhanuddin Burhanuddin bhai Hussain
bhai
Hussain and Shaikh
Yusuf bhai Shikari,
thereafter, read the
congratulatory letters
from officials who
were unable to attend.

Janab Ubai bhai saheb
.

Yusuf bhai shikari

Janab Ubai Bhaisaheb welcomed and thanked
the guests for participating in the celebration of
Aqa Maula's (TUS) 96th Milad mubarak function. He described the noble upbringing of his
Holiness Dr. Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin
(T.U.S) and explained how the transmission of
religious values and heritage was handed down
from one Dai to his successor. During Syedna’s
(T.U.S.)era, the community has seen itself build
Masjids, Madrasas and residential buildings all
over the world. Every structure built contains
Fatemi characteristics, thus strengthening the
identity and culture of the Dawoodi Bohras.

The importance of the
Wadhawani Rasam was
emphasized

Inauguration of the Year book
Dr. Mohamed bhai Dahodwala then introduced the Anjuman-e-Saifee 1428 Hijri (2007) Year book; published to commemorate the joyous occasion of
the 96th birthday of our beloved leader,His Holiness Dr. Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin (T.U.S). He thanked all the members of the souvenir committee and others involved in this project.

Janab Ubai Bhaisaheb Nooruddin, Aamil Saheb and President of Anjuman-e-Saifee Chicago,cut the ribbon and formally
launched the yearbook.

Both American and Dawoodi Bohra cultures fused in the commemoration of Aqa Maula's (TUS) Milaad mubarak with cake cutting ceremony by Janaab Ubai Bhaisaheb.
An exhibition was displayed highlighting the occupations of Chicagoland Dawoodi Bohras. It consisted of a colorful display of photographs of community members at their workplaces accompanied by
some quotes illustrating how faith and occupations are inter-twined in
Islam. There was also a panel devoted to children and their future
choice of professions.

After maghrib namaz, dinner was served to all present. All guests
were presented with the yearbook.

May Allah Taala grant our beloved Aqa Maula (TUS) a
long and healthy life till the day of Qayamat, and may we
continue to have the honour to celebrate Aqa Maula
For more information, please contact
Ubai bhai saheb Nooruddin
(chicagoamil@alvazarat.org)
(630) 321 9866
Aamir bhai Chalisa (chalisas@aol.com)

